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Abstract After a very brief survey of the key milestones and open problems in quantum

computation and information, the research effort at IST-UTL is outlined, namely,

the goals, ongoing tasks and results of the QuantLog project. In order to illustrate

some key issues in quantum computation, the problem of minimizing the number

of qubits in quantum automata is presented in detail at a level appropriate for

non-specialists.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It seems unavoidable to use quantum resources in information processing

and communication for three kinds of reasons. First, the continuing process of

miniaturization of computer circuits will in due course lead to scales where

quantum effects must be taken into account. Second, as noticed by Feyn-

man [37], the fact that many quantum phenomena cannot be efficiently sim-

ulated with classical computers suggests that we should look at those phenom-

ena as possible computation tools. Third, entanglement seems to be a natural

for solving synchronization problems between distant agents.

Two key results confirmed these ideas. In 1991, Ekert proposed a perfectly

secure quantum protocol for sharing a private classical key using public chan-

nels [35]. In 1994, Shor proposed a polynomial-time quantum algorithm for

prime factorization [71]. Curiously, Shor’s algorithm also has a great im-

pact in security, namely in e-business, because the classical public key sys-

tems now in use rely precisely on the fact that prime factorization cannot be
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efficiently achieved with classical computers. Afterwards, research in quan-

tum computation and information was accelerated in several fronts: hardware

for quantum computation (still in its infancy with very small laboratory pro-

totypes); hardware for quantum enhanced secure communication (with some

products already in the market); quantum algorithms (with a few interesting

results, namely in searching); quantum security protocols (with several break-

throughs), quantum information theory (key theorems already established),

and quantum complexity theory (with some results, but key problems still

open). Section 2 contains a very brief survey of these developments.

At IST-UTL, QuantLog project (FCT FEDER POCI/MAT/55796/2004, Jan-

uary 1, 2005 - December 31, 2007) brought together researchers from Math-

ematics, Physics and Computer Science in order to address some of the open

problems in quantum computation, information and logic. At this early stage

of the effort, some significant results should already be mentioned: extension

of classical logic for reasoning about quantum systems [54]; quantum algo-

rithm for pattern matching in genomic sequences [50]; and compositionality

of quantum security protocols [6]. Section 3 outlines the goals, ongoing tasks

and results of the project.

Quantum automata are used in Section 4 to illustrate some key issues in

quantum computation at a level appropriate for non-specialists.

Finally, in Section 5, some of the most important open problems in the area

are revisited, including those currently being addressed at IST-UTL.

2. VERY BRIEF SURVEY

Information is encoded in physical systems and these are described by the

laws of physics. Such laws can roughly be divided into two classes: clas-

sical physics, which describes the world at our scale, and quantum physics,

which describes the world at the atomic and sub-atomic scales1. For most of

mankind’s history, information was encoded in systems that obeyed the laws

of classical physics, such as stone, paper, electromagnetic waves or hard disks.

And, despite the fact that one of the most important scientific revolutions of

the early 20th century was the understanding and control over atoms and their

constituents, only in the last couple of decades did the idea to encode informa-

tion directly in quantum systems, such as atoms, electrons or photons, emerge.

This led to a new type of information and a new area of science: quantum

information.

By the middle of the 20th century all the ingredients necessary to consider

this new type of information were available: Claude Shannon proposed (clas-

sical) information theory in 1948 [68] and quantum mechanics was an estab-

lished and successful theory since at least the 30’s. Yet, it took a few decades
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more before the advent of quantum information. What were then the key ideas

that led to it?

With hindsight, the advent of quantum information was inevitable. First,

there is a technological problem. With the current trend of miniaturization in

electronic chips, it is predicted that in a few decades the number of electrons

per transistor will be so little that quantum effects will have to be taken into

account: the device can no longer be described by classical physics, nor can

the information it processes. From this perspective, the quantum computer ap-

pears as the natural consequence of the miniaturization of current (classical)

computers. Yet, an apparently very different problem, dissipation of heat, also

led people to consider quantum systems to process information: since quantum

dynamics is reversible in time by its very nature, Paul Benioff proposed in the

early 1980’s a quantum Turing machine [12, 13] as a way to do computation

without dissipating any energy. In fact, miniaturization is also increasing the

problem of dissipation as we put more and more devices per unit of surface in

microchips, as we can observe in the increasingly sophisticated cooling sys-

tems that we find in our laptops, but a quantum computer will be naturally free

from such problems.

There was also an efficiency problem. Given the huge limitations that the

use of classical computers impose on the efficient simulation of the time evo-

lution of quantum systems, which in general can be in many different super-

positions of states, Richard Feynman proposed a computer based on the laws

of quantum physics as a natural and efficient way to simulate the dynamics

of such systems [37]. A few years later, in 1985, David Deutsch effectively

launched quantum computation by showing that a quantum computer could

solve a particular (and quite academic) problem faster than any classical com-

puter [32]. But the most significant step probably came from Peter Shor, who

in 1994 showed that it was possible to factorize integers efficiently using a

quantum algorithm [69, 71]. The factorization problem is believed to be a very

hard problem for classical computers to solve, to the extent that the security of

most encrypted internet communications nowadays is based on the assumption

that our current computers cannot find the solution of the problem in useful

time for sufficiently large numbers. Thus, the construction of a quantum com-

puter, a machine that so far exists only in research laboratories in a rudimentary

form that can only perform very trivial tasks, would challenge the security of

our private communications and transactions online. Another extremely im-

portant contribution by Shor, and independently by Andrew Steane, was the

proof of the existence of quantum error correcting codes, allowing for the pos-

sibility of performing quantum computation in realistic scenarios where the

presence of noise cannot be avoided [70, 72]. Furthermore, and possibly also

contributing to the implementation effort, there are now other models of quan-

tum computation alternative and fully equivalent to the standard model based
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on quantum circuits, initially suggested by David Deutsch in 1985 and shown

to require only two-quantum-bit gates by David DiVincenzo in 1995 [34]. In

2000 Edward Farhi and collaborators proposed to do quantum computation by

adiabatic evolution [36, 9], and in 2001 Robert Raussendorf and Hans Briegel

proposed a quantum computer based on (irreversible) quantum measurements

[63], a surprising idea very much in contrast with the (reversible) quantum cir-

cuit model, and yet completely equivalent to it. Finally, in must be said that

very few significant quantum algorithms have surfaced so far: in 1996 Lov

Grover proposed a search algorithm that offers a quadratic speed-up [40, 41],

and in 2003 Andrew Childs and collaborators came up with an algorithm to

find a particular node in a specific graph [28], a very academic problem but the

only quantum algorithm so far offering a demonstrated exponential speed-up

compared to its classical counterpart. Recall that, as mentioned above, it is

believed that Shor’s algorithm offers an exponential speed-up, but in fact it is

not known if there is an efficient classical solution to the factorization prob-

lem, nor do we know if NP ⊆ BQP, that is, if SAT ∈ BQP, where BQP is the

Bounded-error Quantum Polynomial time complexity class which Shor’s algo-

rithm belongs to (see Figure 1 for a map of some relevant complexity classes

and their known relationships and problems2). In any case, should we have an

operating quantum computer nowadays, its main use would be to run Shor’s

algorithm and thus be able to decrypt many private communications.
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Figure 1. Some relevant complexity classes and problems
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Yet, interestingly, the third motivation was precisely the incomparable level

of security that quantum information can offer us. In 1935, in an attempt

to criticize quantum mechanics, Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan

Rosen (EPR) pointed out how this theory allowed for the apparent instan-

taneous generation of (non-classical) correlations between arbitrarily distant

parties, a kind of spooky action at a distance that for them meant that quan-

tum mechanics could not be a complete theory: it needed to be enriched with

new features to explain properly such correlations. In the very same year, Er-

win Schrödinger identified the existence of states (which he called entangled

states) offering these strange quantum correlations as the “characteristic trait

of quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical

lines of thought” [64]. Yet, most people were unaware of Schrödinger’s reflec-

tion and the EPR problem was the source of a long debate on the foundations

of quantum theory, a debate that lasted at least until 1981, when Alain Aspect

and collaborators, building on previous theoretical work by John Bell [11],

performed experiments showing that quantum mechanics is indeed a complete

theory and that Einstein and his colleagues were wrong [10]. In 1991, Ar-

tur Ekert revisited the EPR idea of what quantum mechanics was lacking and

cunningly understood that it was equivalent to perfect eavesdropping. He then

reversed the argument to show that quantum correlations could be used to es-

tablish a perfectly secure cryptographic key between two distant parties [35],

as eavesdropping could be detected. This independent work by Ekert launched

the new field of quantum security. Yet, in 1984, Charles Bennett and Gilles

Brassard had already proposed a perfectly secure quantum key distribution pro-

tocol [14], but with almost no impact at the time. Bennett himself was inspired

by Stephen Wiesner original ideas in the 1970’s to use the unique properties

of quantum states for security purposes, as for instance unforgeable quantum

money [74]. In the early 90’s, Bennett and his collaborators also extended the

idea that entanglement between two parties could assist in the transmission of

information, both classical — as in the dense coding scheme where a single

quantum two-level system is used to send two bits [16], and quantum — as in

the teleportation protocol to transmit an unknown quantum bit without mea-

suring it [15]. The idea of the quantum bit, or qubit, as the fundamental unit

of quantum information, was introduced in 1993 by Benjamin Schumacher

[65], who at the same time launched quantum information theory by proving

Shannon’s Noiseless Coding Theorem [68] for quantum channels [65]. A few

years later, the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland Theorem [66, 46] gave us

the capacity of a noisy quantum channel for classical information and the fully

quantum analog of Shannon’s Noisy Channel Coding Theorem [68] was finally

obtained in 2005, by Igor Devetak [33].

These were the key steps leading to the emergence of quantum information

as a new area of science, in fact an area that has been attracting very significant
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resources over the last decade. This is not that surprising given the revolu-

tionary application that quantum information seems to have the potential to

offer. But what has been delivered so far? On the security side, the progress

has been quite spectacular, as we now have plug and play quantum key distri-

bution systems available on the market that work in commercial optical fibers

for up to 122 km [39], with a growing hope that such systems will be able to

operate globally in the near future, either by cable or satellite. Regarding the

construction of a scalable quantum computer, this is a much harder problem,

being tackled with a plethora of different technologies [59], and where some

significant steps have already been made, despite the infancy of the field: in

2001 a NMR-based machine has been able to run Shor’s algorithm with seven

quantum bits [73], and only in the end of 2005 was it possible to produce

and manipulate a quantum byte of entangled particles (in an ion trap) [42]. To

build a useful quantum computer remains a very difficult challenge and success

is not guaranteed. But, in the meantime, there are also several very important

challenges at the theoretical level: to find out which problems a quantum com-

puter can help us solve faster, why and its consequences for complexity theory;

to extend quantum key distribution protocols to more than two parties and to

understand in what other security problems quantum physics can offer us new

and better solutions or, on the other hand, better attacks to the current systems;

and finally, to study and develop new quantum logics and quantum automata

to analyze these novel algorithms and protocols.

3. RESEARCH AT IST-UTL

The interest in quantum computation and information at IST-UTL started

a few years ago at the Center for Plasma Physics (CFP) and got momentum

with the organization of the very successful International School3 on Quantum

Computation and Information, September 2-7, 2002. A joint (almost weekly)

seminar4, with the Center for Logic and Computation (CLC) and the Center for

Physics of Fundamental Interactions (CFIF), was started in September 2003.

In due course, the researchers interested in the seminar put together a re-

search proposal that led to the QuantLog project5 (FCT FEDER POCI/MAT/

55796/2004, January 1, 2005 - December 31, 2007). A dozen faculty members

plus some PhD students and postdocs work in the project that addresses some

of the challenging open theoretical problems in the area and explores some

important applications with emphasis on security.

The project is organized into five tasks: T0) Physics of quantum computa-

tion and information – pursuing specific goals in relevant aspects of quantum

physics (namely, entanglement in solid state systems) and providing the foun-

dational support for the whole project; T1) Quantum computation – aimed at

developing new quantum algorithms (namely in logic), as well as at establish-
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ing abstract results in computational complexity. T2) Quantum automata –

directed at developing the categorical theory of quantum automata, ultimately

aiming at compositional model checking of quantum algorithms and proto-

cols. T3) Logics for quantum reasoning – focused on the development of a

new quantum logic endowed with a semantics based on superpositions of clas-

sical valuations, having in mind the specification and verification of quantum

protocols. T4) Quantum cryptography and security – mainly devoted to appli-

cations in cryptography and security, with emphasis on zero-knowledge proof

systems.

Cooperation has been established with some leading research groups abroad,

namely at the University of Waterloo (Canada), University College, London

(UK), Kings College, London (UK), University of Berkley (USA), and Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (USA). An intensive guest program brought

to Lisbon already more than twenty researchers active in the field for short

visits and talks in our QCI seminar.

Exogenous quantum logic

Since a significant part of the project team has a background in logic, it is

no surprise that the first significant contributions were in the topic of quantum

logic. Based on the simple idea (so called exogenous approach) of taking su-

perpositions of classical models as the models of the envisaged quantum logic,

a novel quantum logic (EQPL) was developed for reasoning about the states of

collections of qubits [51, 52, 54].

This novel approach to quantum reasoning is different from the mainstream

approach [38, 27]. The latter, as initially proposed by Birkhoff and von Neu-

mann [17], focuses on the lattice of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space and

replaces the classical connectives by new connectives representing the lattice-

theoretic operations. The former adopts superpositions of classical models as

the models of the quantum logic, leading to a natural extension of the classi-

cal language containing the classical connectives (just as modal languages are

extensions of the classical language). Furthermore, EQPL allows quantitative

reasoning about amplitudes and probabilities, being in this respect much closer

to the possible worlds logics for probability reasoning than to the mainstream

quantum logics. Finally, EQPL is designed to reason about finite collections

of qubits and, therefore, it is suitable for applications in quantum computation

and information. The models of EQPL are superpositions of classical valua-

tions that correspond to unit vectors expressed in the computational basis of

the Hilbert space resulting from the tensor product of the independent qubit

systems.

Therefore, in EQPL we can express a wide range of properties of states of

such a finite collection of qubits. For example, we can impose that some qubits
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are independent of (that is, not entangled with) other qubits; we can prescribe

the amplitudes of a specific quantum state; we can assert the probability of a

classical outcome after a projective measurement over the computational basis;

and, we can also impose classical constraints on the admissible quantum states.

A complete axiomatization was given for EQPL in [54] (see Figure 2). Later

on, a decidable fragment was presented in [26] where completeness was recov-

ered with respect to a relaxed semantics over an arbitrary real closed field and

its algebraic closure.

Axioms

[CTaut] ⊢ α for each classical tautology α
[QTaut] ⊢ γ for each quantum tautology γ
[Lift⇒] ⊢ ((α1 ⇒ α2) ⊐ (α1 ⊐ α2))
[Eqv⊥] ⊢ (⊥≡ ⊥⊥)
[Ref⊓] ⊢ ((α1 ⊓ α2) ⊐ (α1 ∧ α2))
[Sub∅] ⊢ [∅]
[Sub∪] ⊢ ([G1] ⊐ ([G2] ⊐ [G1 ∪ G2]))
[Sub\] ⊢ ([G] ≡ [qB \ G])

[RCF] ⊢ κ{|~x/~t , ~z/~u|} where κ is a valid arithmetical formula,

~x, ~z, ~t and ~u are sequences of real variables, complex

variables, real terms and complex terms respectively

[If⊤] ⊢ (α ⊐ ((α ⊲ u1; u2) = u1))
[If⊥] ⊢ ((⊟ α) ⊐ ((α ⊲ u1; u2) = u2))
[Empty] ⊢ (|⊤〉∅∅ = 1)
[NAdm] ⊢ ((¬(∧A)) ⊐ (|⊤〉

qBA = 0))

[Unit] ⊢ ([G] ⊐ ((
∑

A⊆G ||⊤〉GA|2) = 1))

[Mul] ⊢ (([G1] ⊓ [G2]) ⊐ (|⊤〉G1∪G2A1∪A2
= |⊤〉G1A1

|⊤〉G2A2
))

where G1 ∩ G2 = ∅, A1 ⊆ G1 and A2 ⊆ G2

[Prob] ⊢ ((
∫

α) = (
∑

A ||α〉A|2))

Inference rules

[CMP] α1, (α1 ⇒ α2) ⊢ α2

[QMP] γ1, (γ1 ⊐ γ2) ⊢ γ2

Figure 2. Axiomatization of EQPL

Other applications and further development of the exogenous approach to

enriching logics were presented in [55, 19]. The adjective “exogenous” is used

as a counterpoint to “endogenous”. For instance, in order to enrich some given

logic with probabilistic reasoning it may be convenient to tinker with the mod-

els of the original logic. This endogenous approach has been used extensively.

For example, the domains of first-order structures are endowed with probability

measures in [44]. Other examples include labeling the accessibility pairs with

probabilities in the case of Kripke structures [45] for reasoning about proba-

bilistic transition systems. By not tinkering with the original models and only
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adding some additional structure on collections of those models as they are,

the exogenous approach has the potential for providing general mechanisms

for enriching a given logic with some additional reasoning dimension. In the

case at hand, the exogenous approach has the advantage of closely guiding the

design of the envisaged quantum language around the underlying concepts of

quantum physics while keeping the classical connectives.

Current efforts in the quantum logic front of the QuantLog project are di-

rected at reasoning about imperative quantum programs [25], as well as at

trying to establish a clear bridge between EQPL and the Birkhoff and von

Neumann style of quantum logics via an algebraic characterization of EQPL.

Quantum pattern matching

In another direction, a quantum algorithm for pattern matching in very long

strings (like genomic sequences) was proposed in [50]. The algorithm is based

on the modified Grover search algorithm proposed in [18] for the case of mul-

tiple solutions. It uses the techniques originally introduced by Grover [41]:

a query operator that marks the state encoding the database element being

searched by changing its phase; followed by an amplitude amplification of

the marked state. The state can be detected with high probability by iterating

this process
√

N times where N is the size of the database.

Input: w ∈ Σ∗ and p ∈ Σ∗

Output: m ∈ N

Quantum variables: |ψ〉 ∈ H({1, . . . , N})
Classical variables: r, i, j ∈ N

Procedure:

1 choose r ∈ [0, x
√

N − M + 1y] uniformly,

2 set |ψ〉 =
∑N−M+1

k=1

1√
N−M+1

|k〉;
3 for i = 1 to r

(a) choose j ∈ [1, M ] uniformly

(b) set |ψ〉 = T−1

j Upj
Tj |ψ〉;

(c) set |ψ〉 = D|ψ〉
4 set m to the result of the measurement of |ψ〉 over the base {|1〉, . . . , |N〉}.

Figure 3. Quantum pattern matching algorithm

The algorithm (see Figure 3) proposed in [50] searches for as many distinct

patterns as desired in a given unsorted string, and moreover returns the position

of the closest substring to a given pattern with high probability in O(
√

N)
queries, where N is the size of the string. This means that the time to find the
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closest match (a much harder problem than to find the exact match, as we shall

see) does not depend on the size of the pattern itself, a result with no classical

equivalent. Another crucial point is that our quantum algorithm is actually

useful and implementable to perform searches in (unsorted) databases. For

this, a query function per symbol of the pattern alphabet is needed, which will

require a significant (though clearly efficient) pre-processing, but will allow

us to perform an arbitrary amount of different searches in a static string. A

compile once, run many approach yielding a new search algorithm that not

only settles the previously existing implementation problems, but even offers

the solution of a more general problem, and with a very interesting speed-up.

In the classical setting, the best algorithm for the closest substring problem

takes O(MN) queries where M is the size of the pattern. This result fol-

lows from adapting the best known algorithm for approximate pattern match-

ing [58], which takes O(eN + M ) where e is the number of allowed errors.

One should not compare the closest match to (exact) pattern match, where the

problem consists in determining if a certain word (pattern) is a substring of a

text. For exact pattern matching it is shown that the best algorithm can achieve

O(M + N ) [58]. However, in practical cases where data can mutate over time,

like DNA, or it is stored in noisy systems, the closest match problem is much

more relevant, since in general only approximates of the pattern exist, but nev-

ertheless need to be found.

The full analysis of the proposed quantum algorithm as well as the recipe

for its implementation as a quantum circuit are under way. In due course, more

complex pattern matching problems will be addressed.

Quantum process algebra in security

In yet another direction of the QuantLog project, work has been done in the

area of quantum process algebras. In [6] a quantum process algebra was pro-

posed for the design and verification of quantum protocols, with applications

in quantum security.

Security protocols are composed by several agents running in parallel, where

each agent computes information (bounded by polynomial-time on the secu-

rity parameter) and exchange it with other agents. In the context of quantum

processes, the computation is bounded by quantum polynomial-time and the

information exchanged is supported by qubits.

The problem of defining quantum security properties is addressed in [6]

using a quantum polynomial-time process algebra. This approach is highly

inspired in [56, 48]. The computational model used to define quantum poly-

nomial terms is based on the logarithmic cost random access machine [30]. A

hybrid model, using both classic and quantum memory [47], is considered and

it is shown to be (polynomial-time) equivalent to a uniform family of quan-
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tum circuits. Such machines model the computation of each agent, and receive

qubits as input and return qubits as output. Thanks to the non-cloning theorem,

quantum information can not be copied without prior knowledge of its state.

This observation imposes some design options in the process algebra, since

it is necessary to know which agent possesses a qubit in order to know who

can retrieve some piece of information. In order to deal with this fact, a set of

agents is fixed and the qubits are partitioned among them.

Process terms are divided into local and global. An agent is modeled by

a local process while a protocol is modeled by a global process, so, a global

process corresponds to local processes running in parallel. A semantics based

on probabilistic transition systems (which can be easily translated to Markov

chains) is provided, and the probabilistic transitions are defined using rules and

assuming a uniform scheduler to resolve non-deterministic choices.

Agent observation is defined as a probability distribution over binary words

obtained by measuring, at the end of the protocol and on the computational

basis, (some of) the agent’s qubits. This concept is the key ingredient to estab-

lish observational equivalence, that in the context of security protocols is based

on computational indistinguishability [75]. Intuitively, two process terms are

observational equivalent for an agent if, after making all possible reductions

to each process, it is impossible to distinguish (in quantum polynomial-time)

the qubits of the agent on both processes. Since quantum polynomial-time ma-

chines are internalized in the process algebra language, observational equiva-

lence is easily defined and it is shown to be a congruence relation.

One of the most successful ways for defining secure concurrent crypto-

graphic tasks is via process emulation [1, 24]. This definitional job boils down

to the following: a process realizes a cryptographic task iff it emulates an ideal

process that is known to realize such task. Hence, verification of a protocol

amounts to checking if it can emulate the ideal protocols. This approach is

fully compositional.

Current work on this front of the QuantLog project is focused on applica-

tions to designing and verifying concrete quantum security protocols, namely

contract signing, as well as on finding quantum attacks to classical cryptosys-

tems, namely zero-knowledge proof systems.

4. FROM QUANTUM BITS TO QUANTUM
AUTOMATA

Some of the basic concepts and issues of quantum computation can be easily

illustrated around the notion of quantum automaton.

But let us start first with the notion of classical automaton. Classical au-

tomata are widely used. In a typical household you will find several au-

tomata: refrigerators, washing machines, lifts, et cetera are usually controlled
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by automata. A classical finite state automaton has a finite memory (that is,

composed of a finite number of bits). The contents of the memory (state) is

changed according to the input fed to the automaton. At each state the au-

tomaton displays an output. More precisely, a classical automaton is a tuple

(Σ, Γ, S, s0, δ, Z) where Σ is the input alphabet (set of input symbols), Γ is

the output alphabet (set of output symbols), S is the state space (finite set of

states), s0 ∈ S is the initial state, δ : S ×Σ → S is the transition map (returns

the next state δ(s, σ) on receiving input σ on state s), and Z : S → Γ is the

output map (returns the output Z(s) on state s). For example, in the case of

your washing machine, the inputs are the buttons that you press and also the

tics of the clock. The outputs are what you can observe in its display plus the

commands it is able to issue to the other components of the washing machine

(water valves, pumps, heaters, etc).

These days, the memory is implemented using a finite number of (classical)

bits. A bit is a (classical) system that can be only in two states: false or true.

Let us denote these two states of a bit by |0〉 and |1〉, respectively.

It is only natural to introduce the notion of quantum automaton by adding

to the classical concept a quantum memory. A quantum memory is to be im-

plemented by a finite number of quantum bits known as qubits. A qubit is a

quantum system that can be in any superposition of the states of a (classical)

bit. That is, a possible state of a qubit is a vector α|0〉 + β|1〉 where α and β

are complex numbers such that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Thus, in general, the state of

a qubit is not one of the two possible truth values. The state of a qubit is, in

general, a “combination” of those two truth values (remember Schrödinger’s

cat!).

A classical bit is usually implemented with some electronic system: for

instance, its state is true if the voltage is greater than +5 Volts, and its state is

false if the voltage is less than -5 Volts (any other voltage is considered faulty).

A qubit can be implemented, for example, using the spin of an electron: its

state is true if the spin is +1/2, and its state is false if the spin is -1/2. Further-

more, as a quantum system, the spin of the electron can be in any superposition

of +1/2 and -1/2.

The postulates of quantum mechanics also prescribe how we can observe

the state of a qubit. Given a qubit in the state α|0〉 + β|1〉, if you measure it

with an appropriate apparatus (mathematically described as a Hermitian oper-

ator acting on its state space6) then the possible outcomes of the measurement

are the eigenvalues of that operator. By choosing an operator with eigenvectors

|0〉 and |1〉 corresponding to distinct eigenvalues, we can decide after the mea-

surement if the result is false or true. This result is random: false will come

out with probability |α|2 and true will come out with probability |β|2. Thus,

quantum systems when observed are random systems.
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Quantum systems evolve by the application of unitary operators. For in-

stance, a qubit in state α|0〉 + β|1〉 will evolve to the state β|0〉 + α|1〉 if

subjected to the Pauli X transformation. The Hadamard transformation when

applied to α|0〉 + β|1〉 results in α+β√
2
|0〉 + α−β√

2
|1〉.

Returning to automata, we are now ready to motivate a simple but never-

theless quite useful notion of quantum automaton. Figure 4 depicts the overall

structure of such an automaton. The inputs and δ are as in the classical case.

But now we also have a quantum component of the memory. At each classical

component of the state s, upon input σ the quantum component of the memory

is subjected to the unitary transformation Usσ. Starting at some initial state

(s0, |ψ0〉), after a sequence of inputs w, the automaton reaches the final state

(sw, |ψw〉). The random output is obtained by applying a suitable Hermitian

operator Asw to |ψw〉.

classical
input

¼¼

¹¹

×

²²

δ

²²

× // U

²²

¦¦

++

GF ED@A BCS:BITSWW

33

++

GF ED@A BCH:QUBITS FF

²²

A //
random
classical
output

Figure 4. Basic quantum automaton

In short, a quantum automaton is a tuple

M = (Σ, Γ, S,H, s0, |ψ0〉, δ, U,A)

where: Σ is the input alphabet; Γ ⊆ R is the output alphabet7; S is the classical

state space; H is the Hilbert space of the quantum states; s0 ∈ S is the initial
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classical state; |ψ0〉 ∈ H is the initial quantum state; δ : S × Σ → S is the

classical state transition map; U = {Usσ}s∈S,σ∈Σ where each Usσ is the quan-

tum state transition operator at s for input σ; and A = {As}s∈S where each

As is the measurement operator at s such that specAs ⊆ Γ. This rather simple

notion of quantum automaton subsumes the concepts previously proposed in

the literature [57].

The behavior of such a quantum automaton M is the map BM that returns

for each sequence w of inputs the probability distribution over Γ of the outputs

obtained by measuring |ψw〉 using the Hermitian operator Asw . Two quantum

automata M and M ′ should be considered equivalent if BM = BM ′ .

At this stage several interesting problems arise. Given M , can we find an

equivalent M• with minimal dimension of the underlying Hilbert space H•,

that is, with minimal number of qubits? The answer is yes. We can even get

rid of all qubits! But the price is high: in that case M• will have a very large

classical state space S•. That is, we can replace all qubits with an exponential

increase in the number of the (classical) bits. This is yet another instance of a

well know effect: we can always simulate quantum machinery with classical

machinery but paying a high price.

Thus, we are led to the following reformulation of the qubit minimization

problem. Given M , can we find an equivalent M• with minimal dimension of

the underlying Hilbert space H•, that is, with minimal number of qubits, but

allowing only a polynomial increase on the number of (classical) bits?

These problems for this kind of quantum automata (and also for more pow-

erful kinds of quantum automata allowing quantum outputs) are the current

focus of task T2 of the Quantlog project described in Section 3.

5. OUTLOOK

Notwithstanding the significant steps mentioned in Section 2, some key

open issues remain in the field of quantum computation and information before

it revolutionizes the way we compute and communicate, namely:

Usable hardware for quantum computation?

Long range cable and open air quantum communication and networks?

Which quantum systems can be efficiently simulated in a classical com-

puter?

Where is BQP in the family of computational complexity classes? Is

SAT in BQP?

Further examples (besides Child’s graph search) of exponential gains by

using quantum computation?
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Can quantum communication achieve exponential gain in communica-

tion complexity?

Besides Shor’s quantum Fourier transform and Grover’s amplitude am-

plification, other approaches to the design of quantum algorithms?

Can quantum resources help in producing tamper-proof devices?

Which classical cryptosystems will still be secure against quantum at-

tacks?

At IST-UTL, within the context of the QuantLog project described in Sec-

tion 3, some aspects of the non experimental issues above are being addressed,

namely: properties of entanglement in solid state systems [31]; particle sta-

tistics in quantum information [61, 60]; quantum walks and their comparison

with random walks [62]; quantum algorithms for searching [49] and in logic;

quantum automata and their minimization and interconnection; quantum tran-

sition systems for model checking of quantum systems [7]; quantum logic [51,

52, 54, 53, 55, 26, 19, 25] for model checking of quantum systems; formal

methods in security [21, 23, 20, 22, 4, 3, 2, 5]; quantum security [6]; and

quantum attacks to classical cryptosystems.
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NOTES

1. Throughout this text, the word classical will be used in the sense of non-quantum.

2. See also the site http://qwiki.caltech.edu/wiki/Complexity Zoo by Scott Aaronson.

3. http://www.qubit.org/school2002/

4. http://sem.math.ist.utl.pt/qci/

5. http://clc.math.ist.utl.pt/quantlog.html

6. Hilbert space of dimension 2.

7. Recall that the eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator are real numbers.
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